Your journey begins here

About this document
This document is commercial-in-confidence. The recipient of this document agrees to hold all
information presented within as confidential and agree not to use or disclose, or allow to use or disclose
any of the said information to unauthorised parties, directly or indirectly without prior written consent
from Retail Manager Solutions Limited.

Starting out as the judging pack for the 2018 Metro User Forum
Awards, customers and prospects were keen to see how other
Metro customers have been designing their homepages and
using Metro software within their businesses.
With kind permission from the businesses listed within, this
document is designed to help you envisage and understand
some of the many benefits Metro can bring to your organisation.

The document is categorised as follows:
Examples of Effective Use
Examples of Expansive Use
Examples of Creative Use
Examples of Engaging Use
Examples of Innovative Use
Examples of International Use
Examples of Project Implementation Approaches
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Examples of Effective Use

Superdry plc is a UK
branded clothing
company, and owner
of the Superdry label,
operating through 515
Superdry branded
locations in 46
countries.

WHSmith is an iconic
British retailer selling
books, stationery,
magazines,
newspapers,
entertainment products
and confectionery with
over 1200 stores.

The Watches of
Switzerland Group is
the largest prestige
luxury jewellers and
timepieces specialist in
the UK comprising 140
stores.

Founded in 1995,
Hobbycraft has grown
to be the largest art
and crafts retailer in the
UK, with over 90 stores
nationwide.

(Dryve)

Highlights
✓ To ensure Dryve is an integral part of the business and maintain user
engagement it was rebranded and refreshed this year to ensure the
navigation process to find content was as easy as possible for store and
Head Office users. A survey was published following the changes which
showed America and EU stores not only liked the brand and navigation
changes but also created a positive improvement in usage and task
compliance.
✓ All HR forms have been recreated with specific workflows and notification
requirements. As well as helping the environment by not using paper this
has created a HR database for the HR teams to review and allows them to
monitor HR processes in real time in all UK stores. In line with paperless forms
all users now have a personal log in account as well as a generic store log
in.

✓ A separate task page to split action from news. By using a HTML widget
stores can view the task calendar on the task page to show the target date
of tasks and the workload for a store now they have removed the
traditional today, prepare and outstanding task widget. This allows stores to
review tasks for the current and upcoming weeks on a desktop and mobile
device.

Benefits
•

•

•
•

Reduced the amount of paper in the business by using forms for all HR
form processes e.g. new starter, change of personal details, maternity
requests…
Maintains brand focus through the new look and feel of the site and the
communication CK Editor tools (All communications have a brand
header and footer as well as brand font and colour as standard)
Tasks split by task type allows Management teams in store to assign tasks
to the correct users
New navigation to make finding content possible in under three clicks

Unique
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

Translated in German, French and Spanish
Use of external content templates to publish financial, delivery and mark down
reports based on store, area and country
Incidents and Accidents are only reported through Dryve and monitored by
the H&S and Risk teams
Area Managers carry out monthly inspections in all UK and USA stores by using
the Site Visits module
HR have gone paperless using Forms for the UK
Separate task page to help stores isolate and understand what they need to
do compared to what they need to know
On brand through the homepage designer and within each communication
Use of Gifs and specific homepages to promote Sales and Campaigns- One
place to find all content on an engaging page instead of multiple news
communications that the store needs to search for.

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

Monthly audits with compiled results
Reactive & Responsive HR forms
External content templates to send specific content based on hierarchy
Use of homepage designer to drive Sale and Campaign engagement
Separate task page where stores can see tasks by task type, a weekly
view by day and a task dashboard to monitor their own compliance

Highlights
✓

✓

✓

✓

The site is now the main hub to access communication, videos… within
the site are also links to external WHSmith content which can only be
access through this platform
Key focus on engagement linking stores and Head Office users through
the use of video and content sent from the Retail Director, Kevin Hall. This
links the two branches and makes the site seem more personal to the
store users
Strict approval processes ensures that the communications are
streamlined, written in a similar format to maintain continuity and
targeted correctly. This ensures that when stores see communications
they can understand which team members need to read/complete and
also the timeframe without opening the news or task
The reject function is used during the approval process with advice on
how to improve to ensure Head Office publishers can learn and improve
their communications for the future

Benefits
•
•
•
•

Targeted communication based on High Street or Travel stores
Engagement
Mobile designer to ensure the platform can be accessed by
field team
Real time compliance

Unique
•
•
•
•
•
•

Head Office publishers trained for each area within the High Street
and Travel branches of the company
Head Office approvers then review documentation based on their
business areas prior to publishing
Specific task types to allow the Management team to identify which
colleagues within their stores the task needs to be delegated to
ADFS implemented to engage users and solidify the platform as part
of their daily routine
Update to localisation to make sure the platform is on brand and easy
to understand for all users
Huge focus on task and task compliance

✓
✓
✓

✓

Split homepages focused on Travel or
High Street stores
Specific zones for key messages from the
Retail Director to drive engagement
Focused task types with additional,
specific sub tasks and compliance
reasons to ensure tasks target the correct
department within stores
Approval functionality to ensure Head
Office publications are sent right first time

(One)

Highlights

Benefits
Bespoke Homepages – Designed with brand and user in mind, to be
both eye catching and effective
Multi Brand – Able to store and deliver information broken down by
brand role
Immediate visibility of compliance – Allows the company to
challenge underperformers and praise the highflyers.
“One for All”- All other external business links accessed through One.

•
✓

✓

✓

The Watches of Switzerland Group (formally known as Aurum) has
heavily contributed in the furthering of how Metro reports compliance,
pushing beyond the compliance widgets, and, having worked
alongside the team at RMS, to introduce the Compliance Trend Export
– increasing the reporting capabilities of Unified Comms, and in turn,
not only allowing their Communications Teams to deliver ever more
precise reports, but also drive user compliance ever closer to that 100%
As ambassadors of Metro, the group are always looking to lead the
way with both the use and expansion of the product, while also aiming
to get the most out of the platform's current features. By constantly
looking for ways to make the product even more exciting, be it
through the use of video or updated homepages, the group always
aim to keep One the one place you need to go in the business.
With the success of One in the British side of the market, The Watches
of Switzerland Group have also rolled out One into their American
locations.

•
•
•

Unique
•
•

Extensive use of video – “One Theatre” uses video to not only deliver
information to the user, but also engage the user.
Extensive use of compliance – having worked with RMS to create a
new compliance reporting tool.

(Hubnet)

Highlights

Benefits
•
•

✓

✓

✓

In the process of coming over to Unified Comms, Hobbycraft
have managed to overhaul the static content from their previous
platform, in the shape of the “Comms library, making it easy to
navigate and use, while also pushing to further the abilities of the
Metro content widget and search function.
Hobbycraft has embraced the Metro platform, making
expansive use of the site's mobile capabilities and homepage
designer, and also the use of content templates to make sure
that communications are kept clear and consistent – only ever
reaching its intended audience.
Response to the new Hubnet has been extremely positive, with
users saying that it stands head and shoulders above what came
before and head office aiming to use it to bridge the gap
between them and stores .

•
•

Use of company colours keeps Hubnet on brand
Visibility of latest/key events & campaigns is highlighted through
the use of imagery both when logging on and within Hubnet.
One stop shop - All other external business links are accessed
through Hubnet.
Bespoke Homepages are designed with the user’s immediate
needs in mind.

Unique
•
•

Fully responsive site across all devices – mobiles, tablets and PCs
are all able to access the site
Mobile for Area Managers – allowing for the entirety of Hubnet to
be used while on the go.
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Examples of Expansive Use

Matalan is a British fashion
and homeware retailer
with 227 UK and 25
international Matalan
stores. Matalan started in
1985, and for more than
30 years their mission has
always stayed the same;
to provide outstanding
quality and value for
modern families.

Poundland has almost
850 stores across the UK
and the Republic of
Ireland, offering top
brands and great quality
own brand products, that
provide customers with
amazing value every
day.

Caffè Nero is a leading
European coffee house
brand with more than 700
outlets specialising in the
creation of high-quality
Italian coffee throughout
the UK, Europe and the
United States

Nuffield Health is a
leading UK healthcare
organisation, delivering
complete and connected
health / wellbeing
services through 31
hospitals, 77 fitness /
wellbeing gyms, 212
corporate fitness centres
and 4 standalone
medical centres.

(Insight)

Over the past 12 years Matalan have been avid users of the RMS platform.
This has been an integral operational tool for their business and has completely reshaped the way that they talk &
communicate with their colleagues across the UK. Its numerous features and simple user interface have bolstered
efficiencies and immeasurably improved the responsiveness of the business as a whole.
Features such as:
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

Bespoke home screens layouts for targeted functions of the business
Key documentation instantly available now on specific department homepages to make it easier for users to find and the company to monitor usage
Audience targeting to communicate with relevant parties
Integrated reporting & dashboard features for immediate KPIs
Sophisticated surveying tools allowing for quick & detailed data collation
Daily task management tools at both a corporate & personal level
Tablet / mobile friendly user screens for even quicker access on every homepage specifically for those in the field and on the move

The potential to build onto the core platform has also been a major positive for the business, with the development of both the G101 banking system (giving our accounts team
instantaneous banking records by store & week) along with accident and incident forms (giving quick & detailed insight to our health & safety and insurance teams).
The perpetual evolution of the platform continues to strongly serve the business and open even greater opportunities to improve the way in which they communicate. This is why RMS is
and continues to be the communication tool of choice for Matalan.

✓

Every homepage
now accessible on
a mobile, tablet or
desktop device.

✓

New look and feel on
all homepages to
match the Matalan
brand. New navigation
to make it easier for
users to find content.

(Connect)

Highlights

Benefits
•

✓

✓

✓

✓

To provide a multi-beneficial platform the Retail Operations team
have embraced Connect and made it the one place for stores to
resolve their needs. All forms and documentation can now be found
on one scrolling page and is fully translated and targeted for store
colleagues in the UK, France and Spain.
Users can access any page from a mobile, tablet, laptop or desktop
device to ensure they are kept up-to-date on the latest Poundland
news.
All POS needs can be satisfied by the use of the Print module where
stores will only receive the POS they are graded for and are sent daily
tasks to ensure they meet Trading Standards for daily price changes.
A full site rebrand has captured the true feel of Poundland and made
the Connect site an extension of the key brand focus to engage users
and solidify Connects place within the business.

•
•

Deployment throughout the whole company- Used by Head Office,
Distribution centre and Poundland & Dealz stores in the UK and EU
Engagement
Connect is now the one platform for all Poundland, Pep & Co and Dealz
needs

Unique
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•

Translated in French, Spanish and Polish for Dealz stores
Trained publishers in the UK, France and Spanish Head Offices and the
Distribution Centre to communicate news, tasks and static content for the
relevant stores
Use of the Print module in the UK and ROI for all POS needs
New look and feel to maintain brand message
Use of external news templates to communicate mystery shopper reports on
mass but direct to the stores instead of communicating them one at a time
Use of Site Visits to complete Area Manager visits in store and compare the
results
Use of electronic forms to reduce paper usage within the company
Site wide use of video to promote key business messages and product focus

✓

✓

✓

✓

New look and feel pages to
match brand of Poundland
and Pep & Co
Use of Print Controller for
stores to print instore POS
specific to them
Use of electronic forms for
the UK, Spanish and French
stores
All static content for policies
and procedures can be
found on one scrolling page

(Colin & Brian)

Highlights

Benefits
One location for everything – By having both Colin and Brian, Metro is the
essential tool in the day to day working of a Caffe Nero employee.
Dual Brands – with also having Harris & Hoole as part of the business, Caffe
Nero have been able to adopt them into Colin and Brian, creating bespoke
pages and requirements to match the need for that brand.
Going abroad – Due to the adaptiveness of Colin & Brian, Caffe Nero can
investigate launching one, or both, into their international market.
Embracing all elements – Whenever a new element or module is made
available, be it for Colin or Brian, Caffe Nero are quick to question if it is right
for the business and where to implement. Video and mobile being a great
example of this, now being a huge part of this for Colin.

•
✓

✓

With Caffe Nero using both the Unified Comms and People product,
they are in the position that allows them to connect the two modules,
due to the ‘Metrofication’ of People, and soon Colin and Brian will be
able to communicate, and thus be open to a whole new world of
possibilities.
Caffe Nero strive to be ambassadors of the Metro products and
always aim to work alongside Metro to get the best out of the current
platform, and look for ways to expand it in the future, to the benefit
of both themselves and other Metro customers.

•

•
•

Unique
•

Extensive use of Unified Comms (Colin) – embracing all elements of UC and
looking for ways to further embed it into Caffe Nero

•

Extensive use of People (Brian) – across the two brands of Caffe Nero and
Harris & Hoole

QMS

Highlights
✓

✓
✓

✓
✓

Benefits

provides the best QMS solution for Ensuring compliance is achieved to our
Quality Standards across all our sites – continual monitoring and
improvements and compliance to CQC. (Care Quality Commission)
League table scoring highlights what is happening, all compliance and
quality control in one place
Site Audits giving flexibility in design, easy to updates - SME`s “We are able to
be more effective when creating the audits, change the questions, add
scoring, simple and easy to use giving us more clarity. Quicker, easier, very
intuitive.” No need for macros, database, excel, hand crunching.
Team created easy access homepages tailored to the different locations
ease of use buttons for e.g. policies, procedures.
QMS is the place to go for information in Nuffield Health.

•

All of Nuffield Health are using the QMS system, (Quality Management System)
consistently meeting customer requirements and enhancing their satisfaction.

•

System has quality information such as latest news, but also safety alerts on
medicines, techniques. Monitoring process and procedures across cross functional
sites (audits, task compliance, surveys, forms). From Hospitals, Head office, to fitness
centres (gyms, swimming pools) through to occupational health.

•

Able to target all levels of user from Hospital nurse, matron to hospital director, thus
ensuring the right information is to the right users. Whether at central operations, on
route to a site or in one of the centres or hospitals QMS is always on hand.

Unique
•

Used in Hospitals, Occupational Health centres, Clinical services, Support centres,
Central operations and Wellbeing, Consumer and Corporate locations QMS is used for
all task compliance
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Examples of Creative Use

Greene King, the UK’s
leading pub retailer with
over 3,100 pubs,
restaurants and hotels,
located in towns, villages
and city-centre high
streets across the country

Hotel Chocolat is a British
chocolatier with over 100
shops in the UK as well as
cafes and restaurants.
Hotel Chocolat also has
stores in Copenhagen
and its own cocoa
plantation.

The Entertainer is the
fastest growing
multichannel toy retailer
in the UK, and has over
150 stores in the UK, and
stocks thousands of toys
and games online at
TheToyShop.com

(The Vault)

Highlights

Benefits
•
•

✓ Two different uses of the brand colour scheme and artwork
for Corporate and Pubs to update;
The Background
•
•
Widget headers
•
Button images
✓ Rotating news widget to highlight key content
✓ Sales KPI on every pub page to highlight performance

•
•

Complete user of brand colours and artwork to maintain the GK brand
Rotating news widget on the corporate, pub, admin and field user page’s
that holds corporate news for the whole of GK to maintain the link between
Head Office and House colleagues
Use thumbnails to highlight content of news prior to users opening the
communication
Pub back office pages have different background images to match the
content e.g. food image for food communications, team images for payroll

Unique
•
•

•

•
•

Two different colour schemes implemented to highlight the different between
Head Office(s) and Pubs
On the pub pages the buttons to navigate the site are always along the right
of the page. When accessing back office pages the buttons update to show
other back office pages they can access without having to go back to the
main homepage
On the Head Office back office pages they have implemented a links widget
on every page with links to every back-office homepage, so they can access
them without returning back to the department landing pages
Site was built for the mobile first then desktop as the focus is to get Managers
out of the office and onto the pub floor
KPI widgets on all Pub pages to highlight the pubs sales performance

(The Baton)

Highlights
✓ Brand colour scheme to update:
✓ The Background
✓ Widget headers
✓ Button images on brand

Benefits
•
•
•
•

Complete use of brand colours and artwork to maintain the Hotel Chocolat brand
Use thumbnails to highlight content of news prior to users opening the
communication
Fully mobilised site
Buttons to navigate the site on the store, head office and field homepages are in
the same place throughout the site to ease navigation

Unique
•
•

Use of transparent and white backgrounds on widgets to show the different
between static content e.g. policies and procedures and new communication.
Transparency for static content and white for news, tasks, surveys and messages

(Toy Talk)

Highlights

Benefits
•
•

✓ Brand colour scheme to update;
•
The Background
•
Widget headers
•
Button images on brand
•
Logo within the navigation bar
•
Navigation bar icon for homepages is a castle to relate to their
products
✓ Video wall created to host all live adverts- minimises number of clicks to
find the content

•
•

Complete user of brand colours and font
Added buttons to the bottom of the page on every homepage for
continuity and help users navigate the site easier
All pages fully mobilised
Use thumbnails to highlight content of news prior to users opening
the communication

Unique
•
•
•

Uses the same background image on the login screen throughout
the whole of the site for continuity
Removed The Entertainer logo and replaces with the systems Toy
Talk logo to promote the site
News items turn from black to red once they have been read to
help stores understand what has been communicated/reviewed

(Dryve)

Highlights

Benefits
Complete use of brand colours and styles to link Dryve to Superdry and make
the site a true extension of the company
Continuity throughout the whole site
Adding the headers in each content page ensures users are confident that
they have navigated to the correct page
Every page available on mobile, tablet, till, laptop, desktop, TV
Margins implemented on every page to make the site look like a website
Use thumbnails to highlight content of news prior to users opening the
communication

•
✓ Brand colour scheme incorporates
✓ The background
✓ Widget headers
✓ Colour of news when read and unread
✓ Colour of task titles
✓ Button images on brand
✓ GIFS for buttons to bring movement to the page and highlight
the importance

•
•
•
•
•

Unique
•

•

Split out task from the homepage to ensure the homepage is focused on what
the user needs to know and key events
Task page includes the task calendar to help users plan for the upcoming
weeks

(Connect)

Highlights

Benefits
•

✓ Brand new colour scheme updated;
✓ The background
✓ Widget headers
✓ Button images on brand
✓ Rotating news widget to highlight key content
✓ Images on homepage to highlight key content to action that week
✓ Background image will update to highlight campaigns in store.

•
•
•
•
•

Complete use of brand colours and styles to link Connect to
Poundland. This also links to any POS, campaigns… in store
Margins implemented on every page to make the site look like a
website
Continuity throughout the whole site with the look and feel and
layout of the pages
A rotating news widget has been added to the Poundland and Pep
& Co homepages to highlight key campaign events
Every page available on mobile, tablet, laptop and desktop
Use of thumbnails to highlight content of news prior to users opening
the communication.

Unique
•

•

•

All pages scroll to make the site look more like a website but also
allow more content widgets on each homepage without having a
negative effect on the look and feel
Images on the Poundland homepage above the news and task
widgets to highlight the key news/tasks that need to be actioned
that week. Help push key actions and also update the page
frequently
Background image will be updated according to campaigns
instore e.g. Summer, World Cup, Easter…. to highlight importance
and also keep the page fresh.
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Examples of Engaging Use

Emerging on the high
street in 1966 as the young
fashion department of
Selfridges, Miss Selfridge
has grown into a
renowned international
fashion brand with over
330 outlets and several
websites across over 20
countries.

Claire’s is one of the
world’s leading speciality
retailers of fashionable
jewellery & accessories
for young women, teens
and tweens and has a
presence in 47 countries
through 2,509 company
stores, 709 concession
stores and 532 franchised
stores.

(The Word)

Highlights

Benefits
•

✓

✓

With the introduction of video, Miss Selfridge has been able to both
record and deliver the directors’ Christmas message in a format that
was both engaging, and far more personal than previous years’ ‘typed
up messages’. This has driven them to look at future possibilities with
video, opportunities such at filming a store manager’s morning meetings
and then posting it to The Word, making it available for all to see
throughout the store.
Miss Selfridge has also been an integral part of the introduction of the
mobile element of Metro, working alongside RMS to make sure the
responsiveness of Metro was as effective as it could be.

•

•

Mobile – The Word can now be viewed on personal and portable
devices.
Miss Selfridge TV – Has allowed Miss Selfridge to bring the viewing of
company videos, such as Loss Prevention and Health & Safety, under
the control of the user.
Homepages – Offer a sleek, modern and on-brand look.

Unique
•

Leading the way – Miss Selfridge is part of the Arcadia Group,
and was the first to go live with responsive pages and video.

(The Hub)

Highlights

Benefits
•

✓ Since the initial launch the Claire’s team have been working tirelessly on
making The Hub the one place to go for stores and field users.
✓ Store and field colleagues reported how they were receiving
communications from different areas of the business and needed them to
be in one place… The Hub. Now, through the use of external content
templates, forms and the KPI dials their colleagues are no longer
bombarded by different communication tools and they only have one site
to review.
✓ The team continued to listen to their target audience - the stores and field
users - on how they can make the site more user-friendly and engaging.
✓ Based on this feedback the team have updated the Store page to
include two news areas - one where they receive news from their DSM
and RSM and one where they receive news from Head Office, so the
stores can see quickly who has contacted them and prioritise which they
should open/read first.
✓ To help the DSM’s and RSM’s the team removed the dashboard widgets
from their homepage and created a separate compliance page they
can access through a button so that when they initially log into The Hub
their top priority is to see what has been communicated, ensure they are
up to date on what Head Office is asking their stores to do and then track
compliance. This ensures that the site then follows the DSM’s and RSM’s
ways of working and most importantly makes The Hub an effective tool
that they want to use.

•

•

Claire’s no longer send any communication to stores via email - everything including
reports and sale performance is now managed through The Hub.
District and Regional Managers did not like that they couldn’t see news and task
sent to their areas when on the move. To correct this and keep the field users
engaged and motivated with the system the team have now implemented a new
mobile site so field users can see what has been communicated to their stores.
Head Offices can target communications based on audience filters - Territory,
Country, District, Store Type…. And now also by user e.g. DSM or RSM based on
language for tasks and surveys.

Unique
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•

Translated in German, French, Spanish, Italian, Czech, Hungarian, Polish, Portuguese…
Four Head Offices (UK, USA, Spain and France) publish content, manage compliance
and user engagement
Use of external content templates publish financial, product, labour hours and
scorecard reports by store, district, country and territory to a specific Reports page so
Stores and their relevant District or Regional Managers can manage performance
The mobile version of metro is used to ensure District and Regional Managers have
access to the news and tasks communicated to stores whilst they are on the move
District and Regional Managers send news to their Districts and Regions in order to
motivate and drive performance
Stores can set their own simple tasks to plan and manage workload and also respond
to District and Regional news if they have queries
Stores have two separate news widgets to help understand which news comes from
their District and Regional Managers and what comes from the Head Office
KPI dial on the store landing page, and additional on KPI page, to drive sale
performance
Use of forms to track school holidays and store closure which the company has
previously never been able to capture.

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

Store page with separate news feeds
from DSM’S & RSM’S and Head Office
Access from the Store homepage to
use forms and find all store reports
Mobile access for DSM’s & RSM’s
Updated DSM & RSM page focused
on communicaĚon
Monitor store performance on a
separate page

(Connect)

Highlights
✓ New rebrand of the site ensures Connect follows Poundland branding, and enables
stores access to and find content easily.
✓ Fully translated site integrates the EU countries as part of the Poundland team
✓ Responsive site means field users can keep up to date with communications sent to
their area via mobile devices.
✓ Print module ensures stores don’t print POS for products they don’t have in store
(reduces paper waste) and also means Head Office can monitor their compliance to
ensure they are trading legally

Benefits
•
•
•
•
•

Stores receive all of their communications and POS via Connect
Area Managers and Store/Pep & Co page are fully responsive to allow access when
travelling or on the shop floor
Site has been rebranded to match their brand and stay in line with the company key
focus
All external links are accessed through the site to drive users to log in daily
Use video to communicate how to use systems and also to promote key products and
their features and benefits (instead of written communications) to make it more
engaging and have less room for interpretation

Unique
•
•
•
•

•

•
•
•

Translated in French, Spanish and Polish
Four Head Offices (UK, Spain, France and Poland) publish content,
manage compliance and user engagement
Four distribution centres (UK, Spain, France and Poland) publish content
on deliveries and export submitted forms to manage stock discrepancies
UK stores use the Print module. This ensures stores no longer receive POS
via the post which includes labels for products they don’t receive and
results in waste. Instead, stores can print POS as and when required.
Daily Print tasks are sent to the relevant stores which generate POS they
need to print based on daily price changes. Head Office can then
monitor who completes the task to ensure their stores are compliant with
Trading Standards
Use of external content templates to send mystery shopper reports
directly to stores
Electronic forms are used by stores which are fully translated to be used
in each country
New look and feel of the site will be regularly updated to promote key
campaigns/activities and the key actions stores need to focus on so that
the site isn’t static and reflects what the stores are focused on.

✓

✓

✓

New look and feel pages to
match brand of Poundland
and Pep & Co
Use of Print Controller for
stores to print instore POS
specific to them
Fully translated site for forms,
homepages and content to
ensure the Spanish, French
and Polish teams are
engaged and know they are
a part of the Poundland team

(One)

Highlights
✓

✓

The Watches of Switzerland Group always strive to lead the way when it
comes to engagement, by having first worked hard to create a site that
is both visually engaging and also practical, and then having used video
as a way to create a sense of community with the users of One.
They always aim to increase that sense of community that comes with
One, and have this year furthered this by introducing “Welcome to
Perksville”, a project based around colleague perks, and this was all
launched through One - featuring a video and bespoke home page - all
adding to user engagement.

Benefits
•

•

•

•

Sense of community – users can be kept up to date on what is going
on in the Group through the use of video, all featured in the ‘One
Theatre’, and also through the company magazines and articles
(Clarity), with features items such as “Team/Sales Consultant of the
Month” and takes a prominent position on all brand homepages.
Platform for Campaigns & Training – The ability to present all the latest
information, be it community based, or a training video on how to use
a function on ONE, through user friendly, and easy to follow videos.
Bespoke Pages – Homepages that are designed to fit the look and
feel of each of the many different brands, while also presenting both
a stylish, engaging and effective platform to work from.
Company Feedback – Using the platform to gain feedback from users
on what they as a company could do to work smarter.

Unique
•

Embraced Video - The “One Theatre”, a place to share new events,
campaigns and news.

•

“One for All”- All business communications and other external business
links accessed only through One.

(Dryve)

Highlights
✓ The team revisit the look and feel of the site each year in order to make it match
Superdry’s in-store branding
✓ When rebranding, the team review the navigation and update this where they can
make accessing documentation easier for the stores and HO users
✓ After each update a survey is always sent to stores for feedback to ensure what they
have done works for the store's way of working
✓ Area and Regional Managers now have access to see what their stores are being
asked to act upon via store visits.
✓ Store Managers can access Dryve on their tablets which means they can stay on the
shop floor with staff and customers and spend less time in the back office
✓ The landing page for stores, field users and head office users is now the same view to
promote a ‘one team’ feel amongst the company and remove the assumption that
things are ‘different/better’ in-store or head office

Benefits
•

•
•
•
•

Use of external content templates to send product, finance and code reports based
on store, area and country. These can now all be found on one page via Dryve
instead of being emailed and stores can only see what is relevant to them
The whole site is now responsive and can be accessed on a mobile, tablet, till, laptop,
desktop and TV screen to ensure all users can access at any time, anywhere
Promotes Superdry’s recycling and reducing wastage scheme by removing paper
forms and replacing with electronic versions
Use of Accidents and Incidents module in store to drive them to log into the site and
make the platform the one place for all store needs
Site Visits can be completed on mobile devices, Area Managers no longer have to
complete in store then submit when in front of their laptops. Instead they can
complete in store during a visit.

Unique
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Regular rebrand and navigation changes of the site with a full user survey for feedback.
These responses showed a huge popularity in favour of the rebrand and suggestions of how to improve it even further which the team then implemented to show they are
listening to their target audience
The team created a task page so that stores and field teams could see on one page all of the tasks sent to stores, a calendar view of the week with the tasks populated by
day and a task dashboard. They were the first to implement a task dashboard for stores which now helps stores understand what has and hasn’t been done and drive
compliance
Use of animations on buttons and the image rotator to add movement to a homepage and make it look less static
Translated in German,
Superdry have launched all HR forms in the UK currently which now means each user has a single login as well as generic store logins. This has driven users to sign in more on
their own login to complete personal changes
The KPI dials are used to communicate the ‘Great 8’ scorecard - this is important to all levels of the store and field team as it applied to their bonus scheme. Each audience
level e.g. store, area manager… have a ‘Great 8’ page where they can see their performance and documents to help improve
For key campaigns the team create a country specific sale communication where stores can find all of the relevant content, in one place and reduce the amount of time
they have to search for documentation.

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

Same landing page for
stores, field users and head
office to promote a one
team feel
User of external content
templates to communicate
store specific reports on to
one area in Dryve
Fully mobile site to allow all
users access to Dryve at any
time
Sale specific content to drive
the campaign and find all
relevant documentation
Task page with compliance
dashboard down to store
level to help them review
and monitor their own
compliance
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Examples of Innovative Use

Rackley Swimming is a
family owned swim
school with over 21
schools across Queensland,
Australia.

Southern Co-op is a large,
independent regional cooperative working for the
benefit of local people &
communities across the south
of England, providing
people’s every day needs
through 210 food stores and
50 funeral homes in Berkshire,
Devon, Dorset, Hampshire,
Isle of Wight, Somerset,
Surrey, Sussex, Kent, Wiltshire
and Bristol.

(CENTRAL)

Highlights

Benefits
•

✓

✓

✓
✓

Rackley rolled out Central primarily to have one place for their business to go
for all documents and reference. Before, all of this was done on Google
Drive/Dropbox, and now a year down the line they have moved 98% of all
documents across, with RMS supporting development for those final items.
After the content was delivered to all users, Rackley then moved on to Task,
Training and Audits. As each of their sites is run by them for local councils, they
needed transparency on audit results and performance, to which Central has
been key.
Design around training is still developing and they are keen to keep updating
Central to ensure it supports all the many roles in their business.
Rackley are also keen in working with RMS to update their LMS system to a
simple effective way, using many parts already in use in the Unified Comms
product

•
•

Site designed around Swim School and Swim Teaching. On-brand design based
on the group and Rackley swimming, bring all 3 brands into one.
Training area allows easy navigation across all devices, and quick access to
text and video guidance.
All pages have enough space for all content, without the need to sacrifice
content to replace with restricted area. This means homepages grow
organically through Role based feedback and requirements.

Unique
•
•
•

Mobile areas are available for the staff members on-site such as teachers and
lifeguards, who need to access task and information on the move.
Use of site audits to gain information on KPI’s, performance, as well as Site
Standards and Health & Safety.
Unique display of training material, with content and video all on one easy
page for each separate lesson type, enabling the teachers to read and watch
simultaneously.

(Connect)

Highlights
•

•

•

Being the first Metro customer to be based in the funeral sector, Southern Coop End of Life Services have used Metro to create a platform shaped to their
needs.
End of Life services don’t just use Connect to send and receive news, tasks
and surveys, they also use it to find and store the content they need by
quickly navigating from bespoke homepages to dedicated content pages
and widgets.
They also have worked hard, and continue to do so, in bringing all other
exterior sites etc into Connect so that their metro solution is the first and only
place an End of Life services employee needs to go to.

Benefits
•

Allows an overall view of the different sectors of the business –
Crematoriums, Coffin shops etc

•

Streamlined content - Having brought all previous content into one
location and broken it down into easy to navigate and simple to
use pages - while also breaking it down to show only the relevant
content to the relevant user.

•

One stop-All links to external suppliers etc are accessed through
Connect, making it the primary tool for an End of Life services user.

Unique
•
•

First RMS implementation into the Funeral sector
Use across several sectors of the business.

(Colin)

Highlights

Benefits
•

✓

✓

Having been part of the “Metro Four”, Caffè Nero has worked alongside RMS
from the beginning, always looking for new ways to drive Metro forward, as
both a product and in their business.
This year has seen the introduction of new elements to the responsive
designer, which will result in users having both different views and
experiences depending on what device they log on to Colin with.

•
•

•

Improved engagement – With a new mobile experience in
development, Caffè Nero will be able to offer users different
experiences when using Colin, depending on the device they log in on.
One location for all – With the introduction of ‘Okta’, Colin will be the
main location for Caffè Nero users.
Personalised look & feel – Caffè Nero have taken Metro and, having
embraced the versatility of the product, created something that is both
on-brand and practical – finding new ways to use Metro in the process.
New ways to deliver – Be it through a new module, widget or piece of
design, Caffè Nero always aim to take Metro’s latest offering and see
how they can work for them. Along with the introduction of mobile,
Caffè Nero has introduced a number of Metro’s offerings, such as the
use of the video module, converting many of their guides into user
friendly, how-to videos.

Unique
•

Striving for excellence – Caffè Nero always works alongside RMS to both
better and expand the product.

•

A new mobile experience – Working alongside Caffè Nero, RMS has
been able to further develop the mobile user experience.

•

Leading the way – One of the first customers to take Metro

(Connect)

Highlights

Benefits
•
•

✓
✓

✓

Fully translated pages and forms for each country
New look and feel to maintain the brand but will also be updated via the
background and image rotator to drive key campaigns and keep the site looking
fresh. Two images will be updated on the store homepage frequently to show key
tasks to action at that time
Use of the Print module to ensure stores only print what is relevant to them and also
remain compliant

•

•

All Head Office users have access to Connect through their own logins
All external links that the stores or Head Office need to access are only available
through Connect which drives users to log into the system
All colleagues in store, Head Office and the distribution centre receive
communications through Connect
Mobilised the store, and field manager page to allow 24 hour access whilst on the
move

Unique
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Used in Head Office, UK, France, Poland and Spain as the only source of communication from Poundland
The UK oversee the look and feel, training and overall use of Connect but the Head Offices in France, Spain and Poland are responsible for posting and
communicating content
The UK team have also trained the depots in the UK, Spain and France to send news communications to provide stores with specific delivery updates and
also extract submitted forms where they have stock discrepancies (A process that was previously done via email which has now been put into Connect)
HO publishers trained to create content on Connect
Use of the approval and reject functionality for HO to create content and the Retail team to review and approve or reject
Use of video to engage stores on key campaigns and top products to focus on as well as how to videos instead of written communications
Electronic forms used for stores to report stock discrepancies to the distribution centre, order Retail Thank You Cards from Head Office. All translated for
each country to use and set up to notify the relevant colleagues
New look and feel of the site to refresh the background picture and image rotator on the store homepages as often as the login screen to promote the key
campaign in store and keep the site up-to-date
Use of external content templates by a HO colleague to report Mystery Shopper results
Use of print module where stores access all POS and can only print off what is stocked in their store
Stores receive daily tasks via the Print module with all price changes live that day for stores to print and confirm they are trading legally

✓

✓
✓

✓

New look and feel pages to
match brand but will be
updated regularly to remain fresh
and drive campaigns and key
activities
Use of Print Controller for stores to
print in-store POS specific to them
Use of electronic forms for the UK,
Spanish and French stores
All static content for policies and
procedures published for UK,
Spain, France and Poland- all
fully translated

(The Vault)

Highlights

Benefits
•

✓
✓

✓

The site has been built for mobile first then desktop to ensure it can be accessed on the pub
floor, by field users and then on desktops and laptops in the head office’s
For each House area e.g. kitchen, front of house… task types have been created and task
widgets added to the relevant homepage so when pub colleagues log in they can see the
tasks and pages relevant to the department they work in
Comms centre page has been created for users to view any key communications they must
catch up on if they have been absent on or annual leave

•

•

All Greene King employees are now uniformed onto one site- one
version of the truth
The site has been created then reviewed by corporate and pub
colleagues to ensure the navigation flows for both audiences and
will help users find content quickly and in three clicks or less
Able to monitor compliance and user log ins to drive
engagement, usage and ensure pubs are safe and legal

Unique
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Deployed to Farmhouse Inns and Burton Head Office
Pub colleagues can now only access external links through The Vault which drives them to log in multiple times a day and review their news, tasks and
surveys
Two teams are responsible-Pub Communications for all content communicated to pubs, BDM’s, OM’s… and Internal Communications who
communicate to both Head Offices
Department Champions have been trained to publish news and static content such as policies, guides…
Both teams use the ‘approval and reject’ functionality in order to manage communications from the department champions
Use of KPI’s to communicate pub sales performance
Hierarchy and User imports run weekly to maintain the hierarchy and manage new starters and leavers
Pubs report Accidents and Incidents through both modules
Use of video to publish the key weekly updates and how to guides instead of the traditional written communications
All forms have been created electronically for pub and corporate users to fill out and submit. Each form has a specific workflow and alerts the relevant
users with a notification email
Individual logins have been provided and new starters and leavers are managed by Greene King through FTP imports

✓

✓

✓

✓

Departments are split based on the
different areas within a pub. Within each
back office page they can access
specific content, tasks relevant to the
department, monitor their sales
performance through KPI’s and access
other department pages
Pub users have access to external links
only through The Vault- top 9 links appear
on the homepage and the remainder can
be accessed via the Links page
Comms Centre page shows all key
communications and videos that are a
pub’s top priority to help those how have
been absent or on annual leave catch up
Every page is accessible via mobile,
tablet, laptop, desktop and screens to
ensure all users can be kept up-to-date

(Club Hub)

Highlights
✓

✓

✓

Department champions have been selected from each
department within the Head Office. They are all trained on
creating widgets, homepages and publishing content without
using the approval functionality
Each department has created and controls their department
pages where stores and head office users can find content
such as policies and procedures or team information
Brand rules have been implemented to ensure continuity
through the head office pages

Benefits
•
•
•

Improved engagement and usage in the Head Office
The corporate pages have been rebranded with company brand colours
More trained colleagues to manage communications

Unique
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Deployed through the whole of the company
This is the only platform where stores, distribution centres and Head Office can
access communications targeted at them
Two teams are responsible for the site-one for corporate and the other for stores
Use of KPI’s to communicate store performance and the period score card
Stores report incidents via the Incidents module for the Risk team to review
Use of video to publish how to videos-no room for interpretation
Use of electronic forms to attach to tasks where they need questions to respond to
answers
Use of Q&A for stores to send trading queries to Head Office to help in store issues
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Examples of International Use

Denner AG is the third largest
Swiss food retailer and part
of the Migros Group.
As a leading discount retailer
in Switzerland, Denner
operates around 500 of its
own branches nationwide
and more than 300
independent Denner
partners and Denner Express
stores.

Highlights
✓
✓
✓
✓

✓
✓
✓

Benefits

Denner has been a customer of RMS for over 6 years.
Denner continue to maximise on their investment utilising the core RMS
tool set.
Denner drove their ERP integration to provide stores clear visibility of
promotional activities and promotion stock.
Stores were empowered to bid for promotion stock, rather than stock
being pushed.
Clear visibility of deliveries, delivery changes and updates.
Online access to invoicing.
Online access to product information.

•
•
•

The ability to target communication to specific outlets and brands
Clear visibility of compliance
Enabling stores to bid for promotional stock based on local
knowledge

Unique
•

Switzerland Based supermarket chain

•

Need to provide end user choice of language – 3 different languages

•

Tightly integrated with Microsoft Dynamics

•

Promotion pull from Stores – Stock bidding

(The Hub)

Highlights

Benefits
•

✓ Able to send content to store and user level in the correct language so there
is no need for the audience to translate
✓ Use the hierarchy and user profiles to ensure the country and language is
managed through The Hub. Any changes in country or language will then
automatically update in the system
✓ All countries and users now on a unified platform with the same look and feel
to promote they are all part of Claire’s and have one site for all of their needs

•

•

Although each language has a page the look and feel is the same
within the EU to ensure continuity for stores, District and Regional
managers and Head Offices
Use country and language audience filters to only send the correct
language version of any communication to the stores and District
and Regional managers
When using forms the team create in each language and only allow
stores to see the form in the relevant language

Unique
•
•

•
•
•

•

•

Managed by four Head Offices (Spain, France, USA and UK)
The site is available in all stores in North America, UK, France, Belgium,
Luxembourg, Switzerland, Germany, Austria, Czech Republic, Hungary,
Poland, Spain, Portugal and Italy
Accessed in store by tills and by phone and laptop for District and
Regional managers
Language specific home pages and back office pages have been
created for the stores
Where District and Regional managers manage different countries they
have been provided with pages in their preferred language to fully
engage and ensure they can access the site as easy as possible
Individual communication teams translate content in every language, so
a communication is published correct for each store and user in their
preferred language to minimise any work the target audience (store and
field team) have to spend translating
Overseen by the UK and USA teams

✓
✓

✓
✓

All EU pages can be accessed from
here with language specific pages
RSM/DSM page with fully translated
widgets and buttons based on your
browser language
Example of a Spanish Back Office
page
List of fully translated forms for one
topic to ensure users can read and
complete easily

(CENTRAL)

Highlights
✓

✓

✓

✓

Rackley rolled out Central primarily to have one place for their
business to go for all documents and reference. Before, all of this
was done on Google Drive/Drop Box, and now a year down the
line they have moved 98% of all documents across, with RMS
supporting development for those final items.
After the content was delivered to all users, Rackley then moved
on to Task, Training and Audits. Where each of their sites is run by
them for local councils, they needed transparency on Audit results
and performance, to which Central has been key.
Design around training is still developing and they are keen to
keep updating Central to ensure it supports all the many roles in
their business.
Rackley are also keen in working with RMS to update their LMS
system to a simple effective way, using many parts already in use
in the Unified Comms product

Benefits
•
•
•

Site designed around Swim School and Swim Teaching. On brand design based
on the group and Rackley swimming, bring all 3 brands into one.
Training area allows easy navigation across all devices, and quick access to
Text and Video guidance.
Because of the scrolling homepage idea, all pages have enough space for all
content, without the need to sacrifice content to replace with restricted area.
This means homepages grow organically through Role based feedback and
requirements.

Unique
•
•
•

•

Full designed site and first to adopt the “scrolling homepage” idea, moving
away from traditional single view.
Mobile was adopted for the staff members on site such as Teachers, Lifeguards,
who need to access task and information on the move.
Use of site audits to gain information on KPI’s, performance, as well as Site
Standards and Health & Safety.
Unique display of training material, with content and video all on one easy
page for each separate lesson type, enabling the Teachers to read and watch
simultaneously.

(Dryve)

Highlights
✓ Able to send content by Country and Region
✓ Use the store hierarchy to manage the above filters- if there are
any additions or changes this is updated in Dryve automatically
✓ All countries now have one place to access all Superdry news and
static content
✓ HO departments have one area to communicate and manage
content

Benefits
•
•
•

Users log in at store with a generic store or managers account but
also have their own personal account
All back-office pages are the same for each country
H&S and Risk team can access all submitted accidents and
incidents in one place for the whole of the company

Unique
•
•
•
•

•

Used in Austria, Germany, Iberia, Netherlands, Belgium, Italy, USA
and the UK
Translated where users don’t speak English
Managed by the UK team
All countries use the same pages to promote a one team feel and
promote continuity across the company. This ensures HO users in
the UK and view and check on one page that all content is
available
Use of Accidents and Incidents module in all countries that is fully
translated

✓

✓

✓

All countries have access
to the same pages to
promote continuity
HO Departments
manage their page and
have their translated
documents publish by
the Ops team
All countries record
Accidents and Incidents
through Dryve and
receive the correct
translation based on the
language within their
browser
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Example Project Implementations

Project Approach
A defined Project Team to surround the project, every
department involved
Focused approach to getting the ‘landing’ of The Vault
across Head Office and 15+ Brands
Expansive approach to include all areas of the business
Health & Safety
Field Management
Pubs
Head Office
Brand focused
Passion to ‘get it right first time’
Desire to remove multiple applications and replace with
‘The Vault’
Innovation
Embraced the use of Video
Compliance and use of – for the right reasons
Driving Metro product change and enhancement for the
RIGHT REASONS

Project Approach
A small Project Team with a BIG heart
Saw the opportunity to engage with all
employees
Kept initial implementation simple but effective
Saw ability to expand, without business barriers
Implemented – QUICKLY, EFFECTIVELY and from
over 10,000 miles and a 10 Hour difference
Innovation
Embraced use of Video
Pushed the boundaries of Site Audits
Approach from a true WEB design
Embrace MOBILITY for BYOD
Adopted platform to maximise opportunity of on
line and visual learning

Project Approach
A small Project Team with a BIG heart
Took the lead over the Retail implementation in
order to land first
A completed different way of Communicating to
Funeral Centres in a sensitive way
Aim to bring all forms, content and activity into a
single location
Innovation
First use of the Metro solution within the ELS
environment
Ability to focus on using in a positive manner to
engage employees
Same solution being used in Florist, Coffin Planning,
Funeral Planning, Masonry
Use of KPIs in a very different way

Project Approach
A small Project Team with a BIG SWEET heart
Retail Led – Saw the opportunity for both
owned stores, international and franchises
Showed huge sensitivity to landing the project
right first time in a way that the Stores could
embrace
Had to ensure being on brand once again
Focused on UI to enable - NEED, KNOW,
PERFORMANCE and COMPLIANCE
A revolutionary approach to bring all
communications together

Innovation
Beautiful approach to content navigation
Excellent use of branded thumbnails
Effective use of dashboards
Extensive use of content
On Brand Execution
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